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Audience
This white paper is intended for datacenter architects as well as a general audience that either 
has responsibilities around automation projects or is a stakeholder or customer for automation 
projects.

Overview
Modern production IT application ecosystems have become increasingly complicated. The 
blending of modern and legacy applications through the evolution of a business has created 
several challenges for DevOps teams to have a consistent view of production. Some of the top 
challenges are:

• Managing Patch and OS version levels in development environments to be identical to pro-
duction.

• Width in terms of application count to recreate the production environment.
• Depth in terms of amount of data to be copied or moved.
• Varying levels of API readiness make automating deployments challenging.

Complexity and scale adds cost both in terms of hardware to deploy, and man hours to main-
tain. Data management solutions that simplify the recreation of production environments are 
creating waves in the DevOps process. Advanced application management tools like Puppet and 
Chef have grown to be leaders in maintaining a consistent environment, but still lack the data 
component that drives a significant amount of cost. Rubrik’s Cloud Data Management platform 
fills a gap in modern DevOps ecosystems that can drive down costs and improve overall speed 
of development.
We define Nearline DevOps as the ability to leverage an existing backup of production to pro-
vide capacity and capability to engage in testing and development, without having to duplicate 
your entire storage infrastructure and automate dozens of deployments. This white paper out-
lines methods for leveraging Rubrik and automation to reduce your DevOps hardware footprint 
and increase the speed at which production is recreated for testing.

Nearline DevOps Overview
Rubrik’s Cloud Data Management platform can solve for the movement and recreation of both 
production data and applications. Deployed as a data protection solution, Rubrik acts as a stor-
age platform for backing up the production environment. Scale-out architecture allows the data 
stored in Rubrik to be presented to the development compute environment in an actionable 
state. Because the data is an exact replica of production, protected within a minimal time frame, 
and made available nearly immediately, Dev/Test environments become meaningful representa-
tions of production.
Nearline DevOps environments leverage automation tools together with Rubrik’s Cloud Data 
Management platform to create meaningful data for changes in production including, but not 
limited to:

• New code testing
• Breaking change evaluations
• Service packs
• Hotfixes
• Development of new applications.
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Deploying replicas of production and then executing code that is in development is one exam-
ple of how Nearline DevOps reduces risk to the production environment. Executing test code 
against an identical replica of production ensures that code is put through a real-world set of 
data. Documentation created from interacting with replicas of the production environment can 
be leveraged to correct bugs and account for unexpected variations (like improper field format-
ting) that are always present in production. The State of DevOps Report 2017 showed that ma-
ture DevOps environments have a 3x lower change rate failure as compared to more traditional 
patching approaches. An overview of a traditional DevOps environment is depicted below. 
Environments today are often challenged with Operating System mismatches that are time-con-
suming to build and expensive to maintain.
Rubrik can solve for these challenges.

Traditional DevOps Environment-DevOps Today
Challenges:

• Different code versions across Devel-
opment and Test

• OS & Patch Mismatches
• Time Consuming
• Expensive

 ▪ Duplicate Disk
 ▪ Duplicate I/O
 ▪ Duplicate Application Licenses
 ▪ Duplicate Software Licenses

Rubrik is a single-software fabric that 
manages all application data in the cloud, 
at the edge, or on-premises for many use cases, including: backup, recovery, archival, analytics, 
development, and cloud. Cerebro, the “brains” of Rubrik, operates alongside Atlas (cloud-scale 
file system built from scratch), providing a global index and catalogue that can be accessed at 
high speeds. Rubrik is built as a scale-out cluster that removes single points of failure and scales 
linearly in both performance and capacity.

NearLine DevOps Environment with Rubrik
Benefits:

• Synchronized version control across 
production and development environ-
ments

• Easy to update OS/ databases/ applica-
tions

• Automated deployments
• Cost savings through re-use
• No separate SAN/ data storages/backup 

required

https://puppet.com/resources/whitepaper/state-of-devops-report
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Features
Rubrik’s capabilities can be leveraged to introduce a return on investment across hardware 
costs, automation development, and process improvement. Leveraging the Rubrik scale-out 
platform as a temporary storage mount eliminates the need for duplicate storage platforms at 
the same time filling the need for compliance driven data protection tools. The Rubrik RESTful 
API allows the automation team to streamline processes normally filled with significant human 
interaction, creating a savings in manhours to deploy legacy solutions. Rubrik can reduce the 
number of calls to mount a VM from a traditional storage-based snapshot from as many as 15 
calls with associated applied logic, down to a single call. Other features include:

• Converged Backup Infrastructure: next generation software on commodity hardware deliv-
ers ingest, storage, and complex data management in a simple to deploy package.

• Scale-out Data Reduction: maximize storage efficiency with intelligent data reduction le-
veraging incremental forever, deduplication, and compression across one infinitely scalable 
cluster

• Global Real-Time Search: instantly search for files across all your snapshots with suggested 
search results as you type.

• True Hybrid Cloud Capabilities: protect VMWare, Nutanix Acropolis, Hyper-V, as well as 
provide recovery into Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure Cloud.

• Web-Scale Architecture: Rubrik adopts the same web-scale technologies used by Google, 
Facebook, and Amazon, allowing users to easily handle rapidly increasing volumes of infor-
mation with a linear architecture.

• Manage Rubrik as a Single System: users avoid painful forklift upgrades.

Conclusion
Nearline DevOps provides a method for companies who are starting their DevOps journey, as 
well as those who have a mature DevOps environment. Implementing a DevOps environment 
can be a challenging task for the most veteran IT shop. Leveraging a services partner for the 
design and build out of your Agile/DevOps environment can ensure you see the return on your 
investment as rapidly as possible. Unissant provides Agile/DevOps services to both Federal and 
Commercial clients and has partnered with Assured Data Protection to deliver the complete 
Nearline DevOps experience to your IT environment. Assured DP provides a managed Rubrik as 
a service platform, on top of which Unissant builds out automation, processes, and procedures 
to ensure you can meet the strict compliance requirements of your organization.

Partner Companies
About Unissant
Unissant, is a CMMI Level 3 Dev, ISO 9001:2015, and ISO 27001:2013 SDB company with offices 
in Reston, Virginia and San Antonio, Texas. In August 2015, Unissant was named by Inc. Maga-
zine as one of the nation’s fastest- growing private companies. Unissant is an innovative data 
analytics and software development consulting company that provides state-of-the-art enter-
prise data management & analytics solutions to commercial and government clients. Unissant 
understands its clients’ business needs and technical challenges and provides targeted, cost-ef-
fective, reliable business intelligence solutions that help them stay focused on business and 
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meet their business objectives. Using rigorous requirements gathering, best in class technical 
expertise and award- winning creative talent, Unissant has the best combination of skills to help 
its clients design and deploy successful business intelligence projects. Unissant’s clients range 
from small-midsize enterprises to Fortune 1000 companies and large federal agencies, Unissant 
has developed strategic relationships with global partners to ensure that we provide world-class 
services.

About Assured DP  
Assured Data Protection specializes in data protection and disaster recovery services for large 
SME and enterprise organizations. Assured DP has built a fully managed service overlay around 
their core technology provider Rubrik. Rubrik-as-a-Service delivers an all-encompassing solution 
that enables their clients to focus on what really matters: their own production environment. 
With the increasing transition of workloads into the virtual space, traditional backup products 
are simply adapting to change rather than innovating and evolving. This presents solutions that 
struggle to keep up with advancements in technology, as they must modify the ageing code 
base from a physical tape based requirement to a virtual, disk or cloud based solution. The 
result is limited and slow innovation in the backup and recovery market. Rubrik are changing 
this trend by completely reinventing the way backup and disaster recovery is implemented and 
managed for businesses. The notion that any backup solution is sufficient to be compliant, that 
disaster recovery rarely works, and that its onerous and expensive to manage, is something that 
Assured DP tackle head on.
Assured DP’s solutions are designed to meet compliance requirements, and can be installed and 
configured within 30-60 minutes. This is a cheaper and simpler solution to manage, with clean 
and intuitive HTML5 interfaces. There is no other product that can deliver this level of function-
ality and service at such a low cost.

About Rubrik
Rubrik delivers instant application availability with data protection, search, analytics, archival 
and copy data management in the Hybrid Cloud. Enterprises benefit from Rubrik’s market-lead-
ing Cloud Data Management platform with simplicity, instant data access, app mobility, poli-
cy-driven automation, ransomware protection, and analytics at scale. For more information, 
visit http://www.rubrik.com and follow @rubrikInc on Twitter.
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Restricted Rights Legend
This document may not, in whole or in part, be copied photocopied, reproduced, translated, or reduced to any 
electronic medium or machine-readable form without prior consent, in writing, from Unissant, Inc.

Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on the 
part of Unissant. This document is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind including without limitation, any 
warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Further, Unissant does not warrant, guarantee, or 
make any representations regarding the use, or the results of the use, of the written material in terms of correct-
ness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise.

All other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies.

For additional information on Unissant full range of services, please visit our website at www.unissant.com or call 
us at 703.889.8500. 
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